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A key strategy in water management 
is to take less from the water supply 

and make better use of what is taken. 
The City’s water reclamation project, 
a collaboration that is currently being 
negotiated between the City and Shell 
Canada, will do exactly that.

Construction of the water 
reclamation system, a first for North 
America, will be funded by Shell Canada 
for the rights to 3,400 cubic meters 
of water from the 4,000 processed per 
day. Capital costs to Shell Canada are 
expected to be $9.75 million with an 
approximate annual operating cost of 
$150,000 to the City.

In 2009, industry purchased the 
same amount of treated water as 5,200 
residential users. By meeting this 
industrial demand with reclaimed water 
the City will lower the daily withdrawal 
of water from its water supply and avoid 
reaching its maximum daily withdrawal 
limit for an additional 15 years beyond 
current projected dates.

The water reclamation project will 
treat the wastewater to a standard 
acceptable for industrial and municipal 
purposes. This includes oil and gas 
production, irrigation, dust control and 
the watering of sports fields.

Additional benefits include reduced 
demands on current infrastructure. The 
City’s water system is designed to supply 
water in a dependable, predictable flow 
to small users. The oil and gas industry 
does not follow that pattern of use. They 
require large quantities in a short period 
of time. This basic incompatibility 

makes upgrades technically and 
financially impractical. 

The reclamation process will 
also meet provincial and federal 
requirements, scheduled to take effect 
in the near future which would require 
substantial investment by the City.  

The province now requires purple 
pipes (reclaimed water) in new 
construction and 50 per cent of new 
water needs must be met through 
conservation by 2020.

Nationally, new guidelines for the 
treatment of wastewater would require 
costly upgrades to the current system. 
This project will help meet those 
requirements.

The reclamation facility uses 
a biological process constructed 
underground for year-round operation 
and will distribute water by pipeline to 
Shell and a bulk water station for other 
users.

By 2011, Shell hopes to start using 
water from the reclaimed water facility  
in its Groundbirch field development. 
The company is pursuing the production 
of natural gas from the Montney 
geological formation west of Dawson 
Creek. 

As part of the project, Shell will build 
a 48 kilometre pipeline to transport  
the water from the facility to the field, 
and create ponds to reuse the reclaimed 
water repeatedly. This will reduce the 
amount of fresh water used for Shell’s 
development activities and minimize 
the impact on local water sources.
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Mark it on your calendar!
Saturday, September 11, is

COMMUNITY 
REGISTRATION DAY

Where: To be announced
Time: 11:00 am -1: 00 pm 

All clubs & organizations are 
invited to take registrations, 

solicit membership and 
supply information on their 

community group.

July 21, 2010
Gates open at 4:30 pm.
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A unique approach to water
Collaboration makes better use of limited supply

For more information call:
250-784-3604



Every business and venue that opens 
in Dawson Creek is expected to 

have an impact upon the community. 
Goods and services are made available, 
more shopping takes place in the 
city and money is spread around to 
other businesses in town. The South 
Peace Multiplex, in its first full year of 
operation, has more than satisfied these 
expectations.

A study was conducted by Tourism 
Dawson Creek, in conjunction with 
the City of Dawson Creek, Global 
Spectrum Management and the Stables 
and Arena Association, to ascertain the 
economic impact that the Multiplex has 
had on the community. The numbers 
are in, and they are very encouraging.

The study shows that $11 million 
worth of spending was spread around 
the city by attendees of events at 
the Multiplex, and by the venue 
itself. Businesses in town are seeing 
results, especially in local restaurants, 
convenience stores and gas stations. 
Many of these businesses acknowledge a 
rise in business on event nights.

Included in the $11 million is the 
amount of spending done within the 
community by the centre itself, in the 
form of goods purchased, advertising, 

and  wages paid. The equivalent of 96 
full time jobs are created directly by the 
centre, and another 23+ are indirectly 
created, ie: extra staff at other businesses 
on event nights.

Another positive effect of having 
the Multiplex in town is the attraction 
it has for families moving to the area. 
The high-calibre acts booked into the 
EnCana Events Centre, the first-rate 
swimming facilities of the Kenn Borek 
Aquatic Centre, and the professional 
Lakota Agriplex combine to create a 
handsome package which local realtors 
present to prospective buyers.

The ability to attract high-calibre 
acts definitely keeps dollars in town, as 
people who might once have travelled 
out of town to see their favorite bands 
are sticking around to see them in our 
own facility.

The continued high attendance 
at the Kenn Borek Aquatic Centre, 
the ongoing patronage of the Lakota 
Agriplex, and the lineup of events 
scheduled for the EnCana Events Centre 
are sure to keep the numbers climbing. 
The new Junior A hockey team, the 
Dawson Creek Rage, is also expected to 
increase ticket sales.

Multiplex economic impact
Study shows benefits to city businesses

“Our sanding and graveling 
practices haven’t changed, but 
each winter presents a different 
problem. 
“This year our plowed streets 
needed to be widened to 
accommodate traffic. The build 
up of ice, snow and gravel 
was moved off the street and, 
unfortunately, onto people’s 
lawns. 
“We want to minimize this 
and we do have volunteer 
groups to assist the elderly or 
disabled in the spring.”

“This year’s budget restraints 
resulted in a reduction in overall 
patching and road maintenance, 
but the potholes remain a 
priority. Potholes are a liability, 
so in the spring we start repairs 
as quickly as we can, but we 
may have to repair a hole more 
than once until the freeze/thaw 
cycle is over. Our goal is to 
respond to reported potholes 
within a 24-hour period and 
we encourage people to give 
us a call.”

(250) 784-3624
sdahlen@dawsoncreek.ca
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Keeping it together

The spring melt

Shawn Dahlen
Deputy Director of Infrastructure 

and Sustainable Development

For an in-depth look at the study, please go to:
http://www.tourismdawsoncreek.com/stakeholder_services/resource_centre/research/index.php
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